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Customers have grape expectations. While Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon and 
Merlot are varietal leaders, Malbec, Pinot Grigio, Pinot Noir and Sauvignon Blanc are 
growing popular varietals as well. Smart bars and restaurants know a greater variety 
attracts more guests and greater check averages. And the shape of each glass 
enhances aroma, taste, and effervescence – in short, the customer experience. 
Here are some matches that will definitely ignite your customers’ passion.

Young wines need room to breathe. Skip 
the decanter. These lines offer maximum 

swirl room, oxygenation, and flavor.

Versatile workhorses of the wine world good for nearly any varietal  
or even sangria. 
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High pour lines and shoulders 
help fruity red and white 

varietals shine; low shoulders 
enhance oakiness. Big bowls 

give bold reds a boost. 

High sides keep bubbles bubbling. 
Effervesence Plus technology adds 

extra sparkle and taste. 

Sweet and strong, dessert and 
fortified wines are growing in 

popularity. Try smaller glasses 
that direct wine to the back of 
the palate so sweetness and 

alcohol don't overwhelm.
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Watch out for whiskey, gin and tequila! Because their use is on the 
rise, these strong drinks are making even stronger profits on bar 
menus today. And the right glass is an essential part of latching onto 
any hot drink trends.

Whether your vibe is garden-to-glass seasonal or retro, we have 
a shape to match it. And many of these glasses work equally 
well for water, juice or soft drinks. Below are some cocktail glass 
suggestions.

Classic tall glasses leave 
plenty of room for ice and 

mixers.

A higher highball. Created for 
the classic gin Collins, they 
suit everything from mojitos 

to iced teas.

We’re telling you straight 
up: retro is in for sipping 

Champagne or chilled 
cocktails.

A go-to bar staple for strong drinks 
served neat or on the rocks.

Herb- and fruit-infused cocktails 
take on extra sophistication.

Bar Mates
TUMBLERS AND 
BARWARE

Larger sizes match best 
with soft drinks or those 

with lower alcohol like beer 
cocktails.

Highball

Collins

Cooler

Coupe

Rocks or Old Fashioned
Stemless
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Wine isn’t the only drink that deserves a special glass. Hop on 
this handy guide to bring out the best in your basic brews and 
craft drafts alike.

Classic pub staple adds foam and flavor to 
stouts, porters, hard ciders, and ales.

Belgian-style ales -- sweet, fruity, and strong – 
love a curvy body and slim stem for sipping. 

Tall, slender profiles help pilsners, hard ciders and 
wheat beers release their bubbly appeal. 

Bar Mates
BEER AND CIDER

Get a handle on yourself. Mugs and tankards 
are a great way to serve lagers and ales.
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A favorite for bringing out the fruity flavors 
of hard ciders, the Medford is also perfect 

to enhance a hoppy IPA.

Ideal for Rye, Kölsch, and Bocks, the 
slender shape of the Evolution kicks up 

the malt flavors.
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